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This years AGM was held on Thursday 6th November and it seems as if all the fireworks got used up on
the day before . Doug Maclean took the chair for us and he had an easy task compared with last year . Our
thanks to him for taking the risk . We not only managed to elect a full committee but there were no
constitution changes , no real arguments and no increase in the subs . All very disappointing .
The major topic for discussion was the apparent disappearance of tackle .
Not only tackle that was for sale but various items of club stock as well . The result was that , although our
funds were fairly healthy , we have lost over thirty pounds worth of tackle during the year . This rate of
loss , if it continues , will certainly mean a subs increase next year .
See later in the news letter for moves to prevent any further losses .

This years committee :Chairman

Secretary

Roger Bailey
Rose Cottage
Aston Crews
Ross on Wye
Hfds
Tel - Lea 456

John V Elliott
The Cottage
Upper Lydbrook
Lydbrook
Glos

Treasurer

Meets Secretary

John Court
The Cottage
The Mire
Joyford
Nr Coleford
Glos
Tel - Coleford 2565

Rollo Gillespie
The Annex
Peterstow House
Ross on Wye
Hfds

Equipment Officer

Librarian

Gordon Burch
6 The Barracks
Parkend
Nr Lydney
Glos
Tel - Whitecroft 562031

Sue Clark
Burning Springs
Gorsty Knoll
Coleford
Glos

Editor

H Q Warden

Jim Hay
Prospect House
Ruardean Woodside
Glos
Tel - Drybrook 542068

Clare Bishop
Fairview
Lower Milkwall
Coleford
Glos
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Thanks go to the retiring members of last years committee , in particular , to Andy Solari for standing as
treasurer for the last two years even though he really did not want to . A good deal of the club’s solvency is
due to Andy maintaining a healthy deposit account at the bank with use of his own money.

SUBS
The start of a new year means that subs are now due and should be paid to John Court or any committee
member before the end of January . Otherwise , on Jan 31st your membership lapses . Pay John Court for
preference as you will then get a receipt .
Subs rates :Full member
£1.25 per annum
Under 18’s
£0.50 per annum
Family Members Full
£1.oo per annum
Under 18’s
£0.50 per annum
Anyone that joined the club after 1st August 1975 ( ie was accepted by the committee ) has paid the fees
for 1976 as well .

NEW MEMBER
Martin Johns
70 Tufthorn Avenue
Nr Coleford
Glos GL16 8PJ
Martin started caving with the club some time ago after being introduced by Gordon . At the rate he has
been buying / acquiring equipment , he will soon be the best equipped caver in the club . Welcome Martin.

MR S J Horton
The club was saddened to hear of the death of Mr Horten during October after illness . He was manager of
Redbrook Tinplate Works and twice came and gave the club talks on the production of what was the
world’s finest tinplate . The great pity is that we didn’t manage to take up his offer of a conducted tour
over the remains of the works as the area has seen the working of iron , copper and tin .
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VANDALISM IN FOREST MINES
Following reports in our news letter about vandalism in the mines , both Descent and the Cambrian Council
news letter publicised the problem more widely . The group most responsible for damage - Stourbridge
Caving Club - has been seen again as a large number of little boys with an adult leader . Unfortunately , no
contact was made with the group as they were seen by visitors when going down Old Ham Mine .
As a result of the publicity , a letter has been received by the club ( By a very roundabout fashion - hence
the delay in replying ) and a section of the letter is reproduced below :“ Firstly , we have no personal knowledge of
this action in Westbury Brook . Next , the Stourbridge based cavers who caved with me in the early 70’s
were the Moria CC and this disbanded in 72 , the keen cavers joining the Dudley CC . The youth Group I
have instructed are known as the Blue Triangle C Group and none are able to lead underground , plus I
keep all gear at my home so I know that they cannot be responsible “
Maureen & Tony Tristram
A number of members of the club may remember Tony and the Moria Group from when they caved in the
Forest - they were particularly friendly with John and Di Court . It was never intended to imply that they
might have been connected with the incidents and we were pleased to hear from them again . Particularly as
they have offered to keep their ear to the ground in the Stourbridge area to see if they can identify the
vandals .

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
A number of club members recently changed address and some have neglected to inform the club . If you
are one , please let John Elliott know as soon as possible as it is intended to publish a members address list
in the next news letter .
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ROGER SOLARI PHOTO ALBUM
During October , the club at long last passed over the photo album containing about 50 colour photo’s of
Roger to Andy and Kath . The photo’s were copied from colour slides lent by friends of Roger from
around the country and covered his caving from the time he started . The club has received the following
letter from Andy and Kath and they have agreed for it to be published for all to see :Wigpool
Mitcheldean
October 1975
Dear John ,
Will you please convey to the club my deep appreciation of the very beautiful album . I am
grateful of sympathy and friendship to Andy and myself and for the expression of a kind memory of Roger
himself .
Nothing could have been more acceptable . We have many slides but of course Roger was n none of them
and I an very grateful to all who helped gather this collection . The high standard of it all is in itself a
tribute which makes us proud and I would like to add here that the attitude of the club has helped us
considerably through a difficult time.
Thank you all
Kath Solari .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEWS LETTERS No ‘s 55 & 56
The three news letters numbered above are in short supply as the misbehaviour of the printing machine
caused a short run . It is particularly true of number 55 where the club has none at all . Could any club
member with spare copies please pass them back to me - Jim Hay as we need at least one to copy and one
for the library . We would also like to send some of the more recent news letters to Ken Faull .
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S P AD M S
On the BBC television on November 3rd , there was a very interesting programme on a new sign used in
Derbyshire to warn of the dangers of old mine shafts . This consists of a typical red triangle of warning
road signs with a pictorial and worded warning of the dangers . Presumably if they are popular and
successful in Derbyshire , we may yet see them in other areas including the Forest .
However , on the same programme , they also looked at the dangers of old shafts in other areas . Devon
and Cornwall was an obvious choice and the Plymouth area BBC introduced the secretary of ‘ The society
for Prevention of Accidents in disused mine shafts and they were serious too . This would seem to be an
ideal organisation for members of the Forest Club to belong to and I am arranging to get more details on
your behalf .

KARABINER CLUB
A number of club members went on the Karabiner club’s Jazz-Boat trip again this year . The river boat
was a fairly new one that had a covered dancing area but its greatest advantage was the provision of bars on
both upper and lower decks . Everyone had a good time and this now looks like becoming a regular date in
the Forest Clubs activities .
On the weekend after Bonfire night , a smaller number of members went to Birmingham to see the
fireworks and bonfire arranged by the Karabiners . Food , beer and fireworks went down very well even if
it was obvious that the firework lighters weren’t very experienced in handling bangers .

AUSTRALIAN MEMBER
There is a rumour that Ken didn’t come back to visit because he knew he wouldn’t be allowed back in .
However , I think he showed good sense in sending the good looking ones of the family to renew
connections .
Jacqui and Linda are about to return and take all good wishes to the rest of them . Ken might come back
via Ireland in a year or two .
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INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY COURSE
The extra mural studies department of Cardiff University are running a course on Industrial Archaeology of
Gwent at Brynmawr starting on Thursday 8th January . A number of club members are interested in making
up a car load or two to attend as the price is only £1 for 10 lectures .
Would anyone else interested let Jim know as soon as possible please . The illustrated lectures aim to caver
the Brynmawr area mainly and are on the following subjects :8th Jan

The Penllyn Tram road

J Lewis

15th Jan

Industrial Housing

J B Lewis

22nd Jan

The South Wales Tin Plate Industry

D Keen

29th Jan

Coalface 1900

D Keen

5 Feb

Garnddyris Forge

J van Laum

12th Feb

Agricultural Implements and their History

E Scourfield

19th Feb

Early Valley Transport

P G Rattenbury

26th Feb

The Coal Industry

W G Thomas

4th March

The Limestone and Ironstone

D Emlyn Evans

The final meeting will be a field study to view the limestone and ironstone industrial sites - date to be
arranged .
Unfortunately , the Feb and March meetings conflict with the club meeting for that month .

INDUSTRIAL PAST
On the same subject - David and Charles used to publish a journal called Industrial Archaeology but this
has faded away . An alternative for those interested has appeared in a quarterly journal called Industrial
Past . This a professionally produced publication containing articles , news and book review and is
illustrated . It costs only £1 per year and is available from :The Editor - John Kearey
17 Uplands
Skipton
North Yorkshire
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NEWS FROM OTHER AREAS
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu is now mainly covered as a National Nature Reserve which should effectively preserve
the majority of the cave . Some area such as Cwm Dwr Quarry are still in doubt but at least the main part
of the cave is safe . At the moment , access is the same as always but a cave management committee is
being formed which will almost certainly result in a stricter for m of access control - perhaps similar to
Agen Allwed .
Ogof Dydd Byraf ( ODB ) still has access completely restricted by Tarmac Roadstone . All sorts of moves
are afoot to obtain access but at the moment there is no hope .
A diving per mit has now been produced for Agen Allwed which will allow diving exploration to continue
very strict rules .
Agof Rhyd Sych and Ogof y Ci now both lie on a local Naturalist Trust Reserve and some reservations
have been expressed about the number of cavers crossing the land . Hopefully , no restrictions will be put
on visits but much depends on the attitude and behaviour of visiting cavers .
There are problems of pollution from vehicle oils in Ogof y Ci but these are being dealt with locally and the
fish population kin the cave does not seem to be affected .
The above information is covered much more fully in ‘ The Red Dragon ‘ the annual journal of the
Cambrian Caving Council . Obtainable from Jim Hay price 30p plus 12p postage . It runs to 60 pages of
useful and interesting material .
An all time record must have been set up north a few weeks ago when the rescue organisation led out 46
cavers from caves suddenly very wet in the weekend down pour . This year must have caught a lot of new
cavers that had been caving for the first 6 months in the very dry conditions - only to find their favourite
cave gets very wet in the winter .
The Brecon Beacons National Park are producing a series of information sheets on various subjects . No 3
is on caving and contains details of caves plus the caving code . No 4 is on geology and at 2p each , both
are very good value - watch out for them in Wales .
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OTTER HOLE PROGRESS
The last news letter had a short account by Gordon of the diving trips , during which a new side passage
was noted before sump II . This article gives more details and should bring exploration accounts up to date.
Starting with a John Elliott account of the diving .
After Martin Farr had returned from his descent of the Berger , we met him on the 30th August and pressed
on to sump III in Otter Hole . He disappeared into the sump leaving Phil and myself for 45 minutes . In
that time , he passed sump III at 45 ft long , sump IV at a tight 20ft long and explored 600ft of big stream
way before coming back - bloody typical .
On Sept 7th I was to dive through with Martyn , the aim being to dive sump V . Sump III was low with
many flakes and arches and sump IV was horribly awkward and tight . Martyn’s valve jammed half way
through this and he only just made it .
The stream way beyond is very large and impressive although some bolder falls make progress awkward .
In some places . A deep canal is passed by a high level passage . Martyn dived into sump V but met a
blank wall 60ft in and in poor vis .
Meanwhile , Burch , who was with the support party , was digging a side passage with Rollo just to keep
warm - they said - when they found the elusive draft and probably the best digging site to date before sump
II.
The next trip on 4th October was to pursue this passage and for Martyn to again dive sump V . Jim Hay
backed hi m up , enjoying the rigours of sump IV . Martyn passed sump V and dived into the continuing
sump VI . There is an unexplored inlet between the two sumps . Lack of air prevented further progress so
he returned .
It was suicide to pursue the draft in the passage before sump II without bang so a retreat was made .
Work was continued in the dry passage before sump II as the hope is that a high level passage might bypass the sumps . The passages are large and blocked by boulder chokes at their ends .
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There at least three potential digging sites in the extensions but at the moment , all possible routes on lead
away from the upstream sumps . The most encouraging aspect is the heavy draft and the size .
See next months news letter for a preliminary survey and description .
Sump I

The tidal sump . Opens approx 3 hours after high tide and closes again approx before
high tide . Length and depth variable . May not open at all with 15 m tides .

Sump II

2ft through only . Roomy both sides . Free dive .

Sump III

45ft long . 15 to 20ft deep . Not free divable . Leads to a large air bell between sumps
III and IV.

Sump IV

15ft long . Less than 12” high . Very tight and awkward .Not free divable .

Sump V

80ft long and roomy for first 60ft . Under right hand wall for 20ft to short dry section
between V & VI .

Sump VI

????????

OTTER HOLE PHOTO’S
No 1

Stalactites in the large chamber half way up the north going rift section . For mation in
Otter Hole are impressive throughout .

No 2

Crossing the 15ft deep section of rift that marks the limit reached by tides - 1000ft into
the cave . Tidal mud makes for very slippery going and the biggest accident risk .

Photo’s by Roger Bailey .
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CAVE RESCUE NEWS
The last rescue practice had to be abandoned at 2.30 pm because shortage of personnel made it impossible
to carry out . The next rescue practice will be on :Sunday 4th January
At
Devils chapel Starting at 9.30 am .
Will members make every effort to attend please .
The National Cave Rescue conference is due to be held in Wales in 1976 and will be at the Ebbow Vale
College of Further Education during the weekend of 20th / 21st March . Prior to the start of the conference,
there will be a committee meeting of the Cave Rescue Council .
Anyone wishing to play an active part in the conference should contact :Bill Wilkes
Anvil Rise
10 Elms Rd
Govilan
Aberavon . Gwent NP7 9PH

EQUIPMENT
Thoughts of the Tackle Officer
Dear Members ,
Having been forcibly re - elected to the post of club tackle officer , I now start my third
term in this office as a much saddened and perhaps wiser man .
Due to the enormous responsibility in looking after some individuals who seem utterly able to help
themselves ?? ( think about it ) and others who can’t , I have decided this year to effect a change in the
methods used and approved by last years committee regarding the day to day running of an equipment
store.
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As most of you who were at the AGM will know , I was also forcibly persuaded that we needed a Lady
stores warden - so help me ! I only joined the club to get away from housework and women . Ah well perhaps the job of tackle officer won’t be such a lonely job during the dark winter evenings after all.
However , to more serious matters , I now give you a list of some important changes I feel should be
effected and they are not necessarily in the right order but here goes :1.
General club tackle ie ropes , ladders , surveying gear etc to be stored as previously , in the
Butchers store using the present system of booking tackle out and back in , on return . A record book is
provided for this purpose .
2.
Anyone requiring access to the stores for any reason will at all times sign for the key . The key
will be available from Mr Dovey , as in the past but it will now be attached to a notebook and pen anyone
that does not sign for the key will not get tackle .
3.
Equipment or goods for sale will no longer be kept I the stores . Instead , it will be stored at my
home address - No 6 The Barracks Near Parkend Lydney Glos . Should you wish to purchase specific
items from our stock list , you can call in or ring Whitecroft 562031 and every effort will be made to get
goods to you , either on a club night or a Wednesday evening .
4.
Payment for goods or equipment purchased from the tackle officer must be the exact amount and ,
if paid immediately , a triple copy receipt will be made out . One for the purchaser - One for the treasurer
and one for the tackle officer .
Goods not paid for immediately will be invoiced to the purchaser using the triple copy system .
Please make payment to either of these two people and to no one else
John Court - Treasurer
5.

Gordon Burch - Tackle Officer .

A list of items for sale with current prices will be posted at monthly club meetings .

Gordon Burch .
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Carbide

10p per lb

Electrolyte ( 6 oz pack )

20p ( sufficient for 1 pint )

Cable - NCB type

50p per 1.5 m

Ammo boxes

50p

Small
Medium
Large

70p
£2

3 Cell Main Bulbs 3.6v 1.0amp

23p

2 Cell main bulbs

23p

2.5v 0.75a

Texolex

£2 Available soon .

MISSING EQUIPMENT
A number of ropes from club stock are missing . All are of Spun Staple Polypropylene and are mainly in
50ft lengths . Please return to Gordon if you have one .
A number of ammo boxes left for sale in the tackle stores have gone but the club has not received payment
. If you have had one and not paid for it , please do so now .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ROSS SILVER MINES

ROLLO GILLESPIE

On Saturday 11th October , Mike Barnard , in search of the answer to a question in last months mag , spent
a Saturday afternoon on Penyard Hill with a young man who had played in the woods from an early age .
The young man showed Mike the area of the Silver Mine . Mike had difficulty in finding the locations
since the area is very heavily planted with young fir trees but in the only natural part of the wood , he
managed to locate a shaft and an adit .
The next Wednesday , he arranged for me to pick him up and we would go and investigate the area in a
more organised manner , including using the machine to measure the depth of the shaft . I picked him up at
his home and we drove to the other edge of Ross and parked up . We optimistically donned caving kit and ,
armed to the teeth , we set off up the hill through Tank Meadow , the gate at the top and up until the path
met the Forestry track where we turned right .
Cont.
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We followed the Forestry path until it met a junction and , following the track along , came to a point where
there was a small circular subsidence a few feet deep right by the edge of the road on the right hand side .
The area was in chestnut wood - nice roasted at home after - and the shaft was on the right surrounded by a
netting fence up to 7 feet high on the one side . The other adit was about 50 yds away from the shaft and a
quick look over a fair area made me think that there was more around than was actually visible on the
surface .
I could make out the route of a 150 yd roadway and I wondered if the streams in the area leading off the hill
out of the ground at the same level as a collapsed adit right by the shaft , might be from other collapsed
adits .However , we busied ourselves measuring our shaft for depth .
This was difficult due to the wire netting over the hole , supported by thick rotten branches . The top was
also wider than the shaft itself so we couldn’t see straight down . Initial plumbing made the depth as 69ft
and this was confirmed on the meter when a second reading was taken as the string was pulled in . This
sounds easy but we had difficulties due to the string slipping and the guide holes being worn and causing
the string to catch .
We later tried what Jim Hay had told us to do and tied paraffin soaked rags to a string and dropped them
down the hole . I couldn’t see down so I tied myself to a ladder and sat on the middle of the hole on the
wire netting .
Mike arranged the fire and I did get a glimpse of the natural stone walls and a glance at corrugated iron on
the floor . We decided to leave the shaft descent until we could get more expert help since neither of us had
attempted one of them before .
While Mike inspected the neighbouring adits , I had a look around the area to try and orientate myself .
The road ran down the hill from a bend in the Forestry track and into some impassable undergrowth . Since
it was mainly bramble an I wasn’t feeling very adventurous , I declined the chance of trying it . I noticed
two flattened areas of blackened soil which , after some thought , I discovered were charcoal burning sites ,
the cinders lying just under the surface .

Cont.
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Mikes shouts made rejoin him . He wanted me to visit the adit he had seen the previous week so we
walked up the hill to it and found a hole going underground . I went first , followed by Mike .
Several years ago , there was a report in the Ross Gazette of some boys who found a Witches Temple in the
ground in an old mine . This had been blown up by the Council and Bulldozed in . They had made a poor
job of it . The first thing I noticed was an inverted cross suspended off the roof and a candle perched on a
large central rock that had come out of the roof . There were crude symbols scratched on it . Broken old
green glass surrounded an Alter stone at the back of the adit .
This was the tunnel we had entered . Inspection showed it to be 60ft long , roughly about 5ft high and 5ft
wide and dug by pick . At 4ft intervals it had had recessed wooden props on each side , set into walls
which appeared to be Old Red Sandstone . The material the miners had sought was a grey soft glittering
clay . This shone like silver paint on our hands and was obviously the origin of the Silver Mines . The
substance was a soft layer of rock , very friable , full of mica and I brought samples out . There was also 17
bats sleeping at the far end .
After we had visited this place , we returned to the collapsed adit we had seen and discovered that a rabbit
had dug down to the tunnel inside . Probing around with a stick showed that a hole 6ft wide could be
expected when we dug it out . This job we intended to try later on but it will probably not be very
successful due to the roadside collapse .
Having finished most of what we wanted to do , I decided to have a final look around and it was at this time
that I saw that the streams could be taking artificial courses . One of the streams diverted off straight - I
thought too straight for a natural route although I’m quite prepared for someone to tell me “ never “
I was also very impressed by the huge mounds of spoil from the workings , easily comparable with some
tips in the Forest - size wise that is and obviously it must have been a busy little area . The diagram shows
roughly what I saw in the area .

Cont .
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I’ve tried to put things into perspective , but due to the undergrowth and limited time spent there, it’s a bit
difficult to get the distances correct . I did pace the road out until I reached the jungle at either end and I
did check out some of the distances in relation to the shaft and road . Incidentally , the next day , a local
told me and showed me the position of a second shaft to within about ten feet . It was impossible to see
though , due to the biggest bramble bush I’ve seen - well not quite I suppose but not bad on size stakes . It
probably means that the shaft may be short on rubbish . More later , on , rubbish .
When we finished , we looked for John Elliott and found hi m at home. He agreed to see us on Sunday and
to have a look at the hole from the bottom . We duly met John on the Sunday at Ross market place making
a total of 6 of us . Alton Street is the nearest parking place to the shaft but we were moved on from there
and had to park a further 100 yds away .
Armed with a staggering load of kit , we made it to the shaft . John Flung a rope round a handy tree which
happened to be there and Say - D shot off down the shaft at 90 MPH . Anyway , he got to the bottom and
we could hear thumps and bumps . John threw some ladders down the hole and also shot off down . It
seemed that the shaft was full of corrugated iron . I went down by myself after the first two came up and
saw what there was - not a great deal of rubbish but a layer of corrugated iron . I think it could be pulled out
enabling access to the shaft . The shaft was driven using explosives as the marks were visible where the
shot holes had been drilled . Every few feet down the shaft and across opposite walls were square holes
that once held timbers .
The shaft was cut straight down through the various rock layers and belled out at head height above the iron
floor . This could have been due to a fall where the rock changed from hard to soft .
I then climbed up again with the expenditure of some energy , a bit disappointed at the fact that it didn’t go
anywhere . We packed up the kit and John had a look at the Chapel with us . Some time was then spent
picking up chestnuts which apparently begins the witches curse . The nuts have recently upset my
digestion and 3 days after I’m still running around .
Some help would be appreciated from the mining experts from within the club .

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This has to be only the start of the story as we still do not know was being mined or what it was used for .
Some enquiries indicate that Inett Holmes at Ledbury can shed light on the mystery but we need his new
address .
The witches chapel has again been reported to the authorities who seem to think that they might get cursed
and plans are afoot to block the entrance again . The type of bat in the chamber should be investigated
urgently as Greater Horseshoes are protected by law and perhaps the entrance should be grilled instead . It
would be a shame to lose a bat haunt when so many people are available and ready to put a gate on it .
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METAL MINES OF MID WALES

Gordon Burch

The evening of Friday 19th September saw myself . Phil , Doug and John headed for Cardiganshire and its
mines . This trip had been arranged after seeing some photo’s that Doug had taken on previous field
research trips to the area . Some of the mines we were planning to look at lay to the north of Devils Bridge
and close to the little villages of Talybont and Taliesin . Doug had very kindly offered to transport us and
all our gear and I don’t think we’d have got anything else in without one of us staying behind .
We took two hours to get to Talybont and another two hours to find the right place near the first mine on
the agenda . Our intention to view an underground waterwheel in the Talybont area was unanimously
rejected ( due to the late hour ) and a good nights kip was voted for .
The decision was a good one because , just after settling down for the night , the weather clamped down
and it rained heavily for most of the night . We had picked a beautiful spot to camp at considering it was
dark .
Then daylight brought into view a lot of notices saying ‘NO CAMPING - NO OVERNIGHT PARKING ‘
so after a quick breakfast , we downed tent , donned wet suits and were underground before 8 am .
The entrance adit to the mine was chest deep in water for about 60 yds and then became dry , immediately
opening out into a big cross-cut . This cross-cut passage was the one that contained the approx 20 ft
diameter waterwheel with associated pumping and winding gear . Various passages led off from the wheel,
one of which led to a surface shaft that was blocked by a huge fir tree and it stopped us getting further on .
A lot of photo’s were taken of the wheel , suitably enhanced by myself .

And to keep you in suspense , you will be able to see pictures and the write up in Dave Bick’s Part 3 on Old
Metal Mines .
We also looked at a couple of mines further up the hill - these didn’t go far unfortunately - although one
had a superb example of how the old men had worked a vein of ore which ran almost through the hillside .
False timber flooring was very much in evidence in all the mines we visited .
Cont.
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Our next stop was in Talybont itself , where we called on Simon Hughes - top dog in the Cardiganshire
Mine Research Group . He was very kindly made us welcome and provided coffee too , John and I had met
him the previous weekend at Manchester where his group had a stand at the BCRA conference . He told us
, while we drank our coffee , of various mines that might interest us and we decided that after dinner in the
local pub , we would look at a mine called Bwlch Glas not far from Talybont .
This mine was interesting in the fact that the remains of the buildings , buddles , dressing floors etc were
made of a coarse concrete , most of which appeared to be pre-cast . In fact , no traditionally stone built
structure of any sort was apparent .
There were two adits of interest , the lower being flooded and necessitating a long swim into the workings ,
the higher adit being the one we investigated . This led us , after a couple of hundred yards , to a 150ft
ladder shaft with the first 80 ft of ladder still in usable condition . The other 70ft we had to tackle , the first
25 ft of it being an awkward climb down over the remains of the old ladder and then a 50 ft free hanging
pitch in a huge chamber with massive stopes in it .
In this chamber was the head frame and cage used for descent to the lower levels . Here too were the
remains of false floors suspended by chains that had rusted through leaving the floors still in place . Nasty .
Various shots were taken of the head frame and the pitch before we made our way out .
Our next step was the Esgair Hir Mine and away we went with Doug driving like a rally driver on the good
Forestry tracks when , only a mile or so from the mine , we came across the public road along which we
motored . Rounding a bend , we came across two people frantically waving and jumping about , shouting
things like “ go away - go back - get off the route “ Route ? What route ? We said and the next second we
had half a dozen raving mad rally crews and cars up our exhaust pipe .
We were stuck there for a while trying to turn round to take a slip road to Talybont and we never did get to
see Esgair Hir. After this escapade , we turned for home , arriving back in Coleford at 11.30 pm fairly tired
after a great day out .
Thanks are due to Doug for his excellent driving and to John for his not so excellent map reading .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WANTED
If you have any old battered stinky lamps , cap-lamps or otherwise and would like to swap them for a brand
new one or part exchange them for a genuine Davey Lamp - let me know - Gordon Burch .

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
DESCENT Number 32 Sept / Oct 1975
Plymouth Caving Group News Letter and Journal Number 62 Sept 1975 .
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